LIFELINE CUSHIONS

- Makes your lifelines a better backrest.
- Polyester covered, not bare foam!
- Inner cushion provides a comfortable, yet sturdy backrest.
- Will not discolor, fade or rot in the sun, and cleans easily with common liquid soap.
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Installation:
1. Unscrew swage stud from lifeline turnbuckle. Simply thread your lifeline through the center of these polyester covered foam cushions.
2. Reattach swage stud to lifeline turnbuckle.
3. Spray down occasionally with a water hose to remove dust and dirt. Any common liquid soap will remove stubborn dirt.

Cutting to length:
1. Using a sharp knife, cut through the polyester textile and inner foam cushion to your desired length.
2. Pull and cut back the two bundles of thread that run the circumference of the tubular textile. Because of the way the textile is woven, it will not unravel. However, in order to keep the textile looking tidy, you may wish to use a hot blade to melt the edges.
3. Pull the textile back a few inches and trim the foam edges similar to the end you cut off.
4. The end of the textile can then be sewn or melted together similar to the end that was cut off.